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About This Game

Buried is a playable, interactive story told through stunning photos, a haunting soundscape, and gripping text. You play the role
of Roger Hastings, a logger working the forests with his crew. When he awakens to find his friends missing and no memory of

what's happened, he begins searching, uncovering something that should have stayed hidden...

Make choices that affect the plot: how to approach danger, who to trust, and who lives or dies.

No waiting or pauses - play straight through or at your own pace through 5 intense chapters.

What's beneath the surface? Where is your crew? And what will your decisions reveal about you?
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I am really disapointed. For a game thats is called construction machines there is really very little constructing going on. Ive
come half way through the game and all i have been doing so far is loading and unloading and pouring some concrete that took
less than 60 sec to complete. The missions are really short, however this is a good thing, the machines in the game are so bad it
would be torture to have longer missions. The title is great, everything else isnt. The gameplay feels akward and like an early
beta, controls are akward and not acurate at all, even driving around feels strange.

Shame, with a little more work, this game could maybe even work.. james bond but snake so its like you can james snake bond.
After playing the series in reverse order I have judged Earned in Blood to be the peak of the series. Earned in Blood is sort of
ancillary to Road to Hill 30, but it surpasses it in challenge and tactical depth. While the original game can be sometimes unfair
with AI shooting through hedgerows and an uneven difficulty curve, Earned in Blood's toughness is derived from throwing a
mix of obstacles your way and an improved enemy AI.. my favourite part are the invisible walls in the first mission that won't let
me experience the rest of this perfect game because the developers know we're not ready for it. Excellent, suprisingly deep
boardgame with great, minimalist art and pretty music.

Another game I picked up thanks to Tom Chick.

My only complaint? As you "rank up" in the game, you are expected to accomplish
more tasks in a reduced timeframe. I understand that this is an important gameplay
mechanic, I just dont like being put on a timer...but hey...it does make you more
careful and efficient.

Highly recommended.. This is a ponderously bad clicker. It has literally zero depth, 6 completely linear upgrades and awful,
uninspired game mechanics. There are hundreds of free options that don't abuse the player like this thing does. Avoid at any
price tag.
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Refunded it due to lack of direction and being killed a dozen times in the first level alone.. This is a rather annoying game. I got
stuck rather early on and was unable to get past a certain point. Now that I'm writing this, I just thought of a way to get past that
point but I've already deleted the game. Another annoyance is the sheer running back and forth across screens just to complete a
puzzle. I can understand that is the nature of adventure games sometimes, but this was just really annoying.

Another annoyance is the fact the game is stuck at 1024x768 resolution and it doesn't allow you to change it. Regardless, I
honestly wouldn't recommend this game at all.. great game if you have a laptop .. but♥♥♥♥♥♥game if you have a desktop .. i
Payed 14.99 usd for the game on steam and thought it would work ... but i was wrong and now im looking for my money back
on the game that does not even work .. it starts with the two trucks with off road drive logo and sits there never even starting and
instantly goes none responsive .. worste 14.99 i have ever spent in my whole life ....... end result removed from my computer ...
1c company didnt even help ANYONE on their forum .. they Even removed peoples posts for asking for help to get the game to
work ... if you ask me that is poor customer service ..... Mystery Castle is an adventure game that challenges your intellect in
some fiendish puzzles. However, there are bosses in this game that doesn't NEED to be attacked head-on! You gotta think
before making your moves on them. The music in the game is quite charming, especially the one in The Enchanted Castle, and
makes the puzzles more relaxing while you plan out the solutions of a puzzle.

One thing I don't like is the races, GAH! The races. You must be spot-on perfect in order to succeed in the race levels,
otherwise you'd had to start that race all over again. Also, there are 4 locations (Temple, Pyramid, Harbor, and Academy[?]) that
were not actual castles that seemed pretty interesting to play through. Extra DLC maybe? I don't even seem to know why they
are in the map in the first place.. An interesting point and click adventure set in a world where there was some sort of
technological collapse following a revolt against AI. You play Agent Vera Englund, a cybernetic investigator who is sent to look
into a murder in a remote Scandinavian down. Throughout the story she uses her cybernetic abilities to assist her, and unlocks
more as the game progresses depending on her actions/psychology(empathetic, analytical, or assertive).

The voice acting is good, the character sprites and portraits and really well done, and most of the background art is nice as
well(some can be a bit dull, but that is part of the setting).

The story itself didn't blow me away, but it kept in engaged after a slow start. The puzzles were logical and often had multiple
solutions depending on which abilities you unlocked, and there are 3 clear endings, with a couple of variables, so there is some
replayability here.. If you have some spare amount of money and are into train/subway simulators then i would 100% buy this
game, the only problem i have with it is there isnt really much to do but drive. Great game for those who love the thrill of a good
grind and the doozens of possibilities from creating your own unique party. With dozens of girls to choose from and tons of
growth potential from each character it really can get crazy. My only complaint would hav to be the random crashes that occur
from time to time. With that in mind still a great game to play.. Brilliant Game :). Edit: A couple hours and all bugs got fixed.
Those Developers are increadibly active and kind! I am truly grateful for all the help they provided in such a small laps of time.
I will leave all that happened down there has a testament to how efficient and respectful they are to their fans. Thanks a lot for
taking the time to help me. Bless you! ^-^

It's a very nice game but i came across a bug that broke the game and i'm quite furious about it. I was not expecting that kind of
bug out of a 30$ game... Let me explain. I have ben playing for a few hours and i came across my second encounter with Raziel
the summoner in the castle store room. Before you fight him you can get the chalise in the same room which is a quest item a
merchant asked you to retrieve for him. So i was a quite under leveled and killing Raziel was quite impossible so i went back out
to level up. Has i went back i reported the chalise to the merchant which was at the exit of the city and went to level and gather
money to buy the best gear. While exploring and leveling i defeated the kraken and everything was fine. That little side
adventure / leveling roughly took about 3 hours. Once that was done i went back to fight Raziel and defeated him. Yay!!! finally
defeated him! So i quickly go to the save point and save to not lose the progress. but then my party tells me i need to get the
chalise from the chest before exiting the room. Something which i have already done and reported to the merchant... I did not
make a back up save because why should i? So now i can't leave raziel's boss room. Every time i try to get out my party tells me
i need to get the chalise before leaving even thought the chest where the chalise was is open and empty. The end... I guess i got
to restart the game. I can't recomend a game with the kind of bug that leaves you stuck in such manner.
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